
"The advent of curare has greatly increased the employment of an intravenous barbiturate as the anaesthetic agent in major abdominal surgery, and for some considerable time the writer has successfully used intravenous anaesthetic drugs to accelerate the return of reflexes, consciousness and physical activity in cases of this type. In an effort to determine the relative merits of the three drugs which had been employed, a controlled study has been made of 48 healthy female patients undergoing minor vaginal operations and to whom intravenous thiopentone anaesthesia was administered. . . . The mean recovery times after each anaesthetic drug were less than the corresponding times for the control group."
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"This paper reports the use of myanesin in 200 cases. In most of these, abdominal relaxation was an essential surgical requirement. . . . The ages of the patients ranged from 8 to 80, including 16 cases between 70 and 80 years of age. There was no relationship between age and dose. The drug was given until the desired effect was produced. . . . The average doses of myanesin . . . varied from 5 cc. to 30 cc. . . . It appeared that the opportune moment for the administration of myanesin was just before the opening of the peritoneum. . . . To get the best results subsequent doses should not be unduly delayed. In the early part of this series the error was made of trying to do too much with too little.

"When given with thiopentone, large doses of myanesin were required to provide a completely relaxed laryngeal aperture. . . . On balance curare seems to have a more pronounced effect on the larynx than myanesin. Both substances, by preventing laryngeal spasm, render intubation almost unnecessary in abdominal surgery. . . . Thrombosis at the site of injection was the most striking complication. It occurred in 10 cases (5 per cent). . . . In three cases where thrombosis developed, myanesin had been given separately. In four cases more than one dose of the substance had been injected into the same vein, and in one case plasma also. . . . Myanesin has an important advantage over curare in that it produces less respiratory depression."
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